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Reference is made to letter dated 14 October 1955 from USAE Ls 
to ARDC, subject: “Aircraft Artificial Contrail Generator" ar 
dated 23 October 1956 from ARDC to AFCRC. 

©, This Directorate has made a preliminary survey of the feasi- 

bility of an airborne trail generator and reached conclusions as follows: 

a. Missile tracking deta indicate that a hig ees 

chloride erator would probably be satisfactory 85 an inveril gene 

hee te peace visible trails from aircraft. Under optimum condi- 
tions, one and one-half pounds of titanium tetrachlorice will procuce 
‘et 160,000 foot long trail at an altitude of £00,000 feet which is es 

Ihle frem the ground. For aircraft operation at Loype Se ee she 

weight of material used cpild probably be reduced somewhat. 

b. The chief factor contributing to the size of the re 

wowld be the volume of the! titanium tetrachloride tank. A Tank chet 

would carry ten pounds of material would haye a volume of about tnree 

quarts, or Q.1 cubic foot. 

ce. It is planned to mount subject device internelly , ubiaize 

ing the ‘heat of the exhaust to aid in dispensing the titenium DeLee 

chloride. The combustion of the Tuel produces the water necessary Co 

hydrolyze the titanium tetrachloride and form titanium dioxide smoke. 

[> d, The aerodynamic penalty would be kept to & minimum be- | 

cause of the small amount of material required and the internal mount- 

ing. 

e, It is impossible at-this-time to estimate production and 

modification costs, but because of the anticipated Simplicity of de- 

sign, this should be kept to a minimm. The overall JeveLopDMEnt cost 
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for designing and testing an interim trail ce : i ets | | : Lili generator id researc! development, and testing of a final opbiaisst teail deneatan te 
Sry i to be approximately $650,000, provided the Necessary manpower 
Rate crait support are made available. A two-year program is en- 

ah. oned LL é 
: a 

fi. An interim sirborne generator can probably be tested 
within six months of the time that the necessary resources become 
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available. I 

_ @» It is anticipated that considerable standardization can 
be achieved in bomber type aircraft. In fighter type aireraft, where 
space is at a premium, the! storage tanks will have to be tailored to 
the available space. 

h. It is felt that non=-persistent contrails can generated. 
| 
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“fhe initial development shoul of the titani rachloride 
generator. At the same time, parallel studies would be carried out on 

the development other materials which would produce denser trails 

with less material; colored and fluorescent trails and other detection 

materials would also, be investigated. New materials will be developed 

and tested using the equipment designed for testing the titanium tetra- 

chloride, with a minimum of test equipment modification: 

| “h, Further studies would be carried out on the problems involved 

in aircraft detection in order to best utilize the above aircraft 

waruing techniques, 

5. jdnorder to minimize delay in beginning work on the project, 

: 613 and ARDC Form 116 are inclosed a draft of an abbreviated DD Form 

for your use. 

6. I+ should be understood that the schedule outlined in the plan 

assumes availability of required resources, including manpower, 4s 

stated. With the limited resources now available, the program would be 

prolonged for an indeterminate period. 
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7. Finally, in view of the urgency for this work, it is strongly 

recommended that a 1A pricrity be assigned by USAF. This is required 

in order that materiel and: test support be aaa obtainable. 

Clan. 
1 Incl. | ALAN M BAGe 
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